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New York’s cannabis insurance landscape offers
little guidance, big carrier participation
Published: Jul. 27, 2022, 7:30 a.m.

By Tom Wanamaker | NY Cannabis Insider

The Marijuana Regulation and Taxation Act has accomplished

one of its goals – drawing entrepreneurs into a brand-

spanking-new adult-use cannabis industry and thus creating a

potential plethora of both jobs for New Yorkers and tax revenue

for Albany’s coffers.

But according to one CNY insurance agency, much of the new

cannabis entrepreneurial cohort seems to be largely unaware

of the need to secure commercial insurance for their

operations.
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Kent Doctor is a risk manager at The Reagan Companies in

Marcellus. He told New York Cannabis Insider that new

entrepreneurs he’s met are often “blindsided” when they

discover they need insurance.

“They’re brand new to the business and they don’t know a lot

about it,” Doctor said. “A lot of them were expecting that if they

had a policy for their hemp farm, it would just carry forward to

their cannabis business. That’s just not the case.”

Doctor noted that since “there is no real insurance

requirement” listed in the state’s licensing agreements, many

prospective licensees don’t realize they even need coverage.

“If it were spelled out in the requirements of the licensing

agreement, then they would have understood that they need to

look at insurance a little bit sooner,” he said.

Josh Amidon, another risk manager at Reagan, encourages

entrepreneurs to be proactive, meet with an agent they trust

early in the process, and find out how to mitigate risk before

building or fitting out their retail shop, warehouse or growing

facility.
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Join NY Cannabis Insider for its first NYC event on Aug. 23, where attendees

can expect networking, an expert-led panel discussion and more.

“Discuss what your goals are and the process of setting up

your facility,” Amidon said. “You don’t want to get to the end of

building out your warehouse and realizing you should have put

in this type of security cameras or this type of fencing.”

Installing such security gear during build-out is not only easier

and cheaper than retrofitting, it will ease your premium costs

as well, he added.

For more on risk mitigation, see our Q&A with Michael

Sampson.

Whither Albany?

Emily Leander is a founding partner at Florida-based

GreenWrap Insurance Solutions, which works with cannabis

companies in 24 states, including New York. She says that

Albany’s lack of insurance guidance for the cannabis sector is

“not unusual.”

“Overall, there’s been very little participation from the states in

insurance oversight,” Leander told NY Cannabis Insider. She

suggests that, going forward, Albany structures its insurance

regulatory regimen for cannabis along the lines of those for

tobacco and alcohol.

States “should be treating this like any other legally operating

business,” she said. “If you’re going to give out licenses, you

ought to provide standards.”
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Aaron Ghitelman, spokesman for the Office of Cannabis

Management, told NY Cannabis Insider that guidance is

coming, but offered no timeline.

OCM “is very sensitive to the security needs of the cannabis

industry, and will develop guidance that will incorporate

specific security measures required of our licensees,”

Ghitelman said, adding that the agency has been working to

identify products to help entrepreneurs.

Ghitelman said that obtaining insurance is not required when a

business submits its initial Conditional Adult-Use Retail

Dispensary (CAURD) application; instead, it’s required after

provisional license approval.

The state Department of Financial Services declined to

comment for the record.

Insurance landscape

Doctor explained that the big insurance carriers often seen in

TV ads have not become cannabis players due to that

substance’s continued federal illegality.

“All of those big players want nothing to do with this,” he said.

“So we are dealing with ‘excess lines’ carriers. They are

licensed to write business in New York but they’re what we call

‘non-admitted.’” That means the DFS has not approved their

policy requirements, he added.

So if you examined two policies for the same business from, for

example, Farmers and Allstate, you would “expect them to be

very similar because the state has gone through and approved

how they’re going to write your policy,” Doctor explained. “It’s a

standard format.”

But excess lines coverage “is where things get real crazy in

cannabis insurance,” Doctor said, because these insurers “are

not obligated to provide specific coverages. They can go

through [a policy] and remove parts of coverages through

exclusions, they can add all kinds of stuff through

endorsements. These are not boilerplate policies.”

All the more reason for business owners to thoroughly study

any insurance policy they are considering buying.

Lawyer Michael Sampson, co-chair of the Cannabis Industry

Group at Leech Tishman in Pittsburgh, insists that cannabis

businesses in New York should not have problems obtaining

coverage.

Sampson said that though “the market for insurance for the

New York cannabis industry is still more limited” than for other

industries, “it is available.”

“It does take a little bit of work, but coverage is there and any

cannabis business that wants to get coverage - which should

be every cannabis business – should be able to get it,”

Sampson said.

First cannabis captive?

One organization may have an answer for its membership’s

commercial insurance needs. The New York Cannabis Growers

and Processors Association is “in the final stages of setting up

a captive insurance program for our members – a perk of

membership.” said Managing Director Dan Livingston.

“I’m a grower and processor of CBD,” said Allan Gandelman,

NYCGPA’s president. “I sell to Wegmans and they require

product liability insurance. But I found it was tough to get

insurance for a CBD company.”

With the legalization of adult-use cannabis, Gandelman initially

worried that “no carriers would insure us,” but took inspiration

from a Farm Bureau workers’ comp insurance program in which

he had previously participated.

“We wanted to create something similar on the cannabis side,”

Gandelman said. “Let’s create a policy for our members.”

Derek Davis, chief marketing officer at Cortland-based McNeil

& Co., said the company “is working with NYCGPA to establish

an association-based insurance reciprocal,” which will operate

as its own insurance company dedicated specifically to the NY

cannabis industry.

A reciprocal is an insurance vehicle for pooling policies and

spreading risk. This one will offer nine insurance products,

including general and product liability, workers’ compensation,

property, and other coverages, Livingston said.

“Our goal is to have it up and running by September, before

people begin selling this year’s crop,” Gandelman said.

A captive can help participants through lower premiums and

better cost control, while offering profit-sharing and insulation

from a fluctuating market. Downsides include a large initial

funding payment and potential higher costs if other members

don’t perform well.

Doctor, the commercial broker, said that his agency will be an

agent of the captive, adding “From what we have seen, this

‘captive’ sounds a little more like a buying consortium. If

underwritten by a traditional policy, then some pricing and

volatility issues could be reduced, but could still lead to some

well-performing groups subsidizing others.

But it’s not a magic bullet, Doctor said.

“It is a well-thought-out and purpose-built insurance vehicle for

groups that are financially strong, have excellent loss control,

possess an in-depth understanding of their current program,

and place a high value on control over their potential risk,” he

said. “A more appropriate time to look at establishing a captive

is when the group has developed some experience that an

actuary can evaluate, after five years give or take.”

Sampson, the insurance lawyer, said that he knows of “few, if

any” captive programs already existing in the cannabis arena.

“There are challenges with setting up captives for the cannabis

industry, especially if it’s set up through a trade association or

some other group,” Sampson said. “Cannabis businesses come

in many different sizes and shapes, which makes it harder to

pool risk.

“Before any business participates in some sort of collective,

captive, or risk-sharing program, it needs to make sure that it

knows who the other participants are and confirms that those

other companies are serious, careful and compliant

businesses,” he said.
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NY Cannabis Insider conferences: 2022

NY Cannabis Insider’s conference schedule for the rest of 2022

is now available! Get tickets to our NYC meetup on Aug. 23, our

Syracuse half-day conference on Sept. 23 and our full-day

conference in Tarrytown on November 4.

Note to readers: if you purchase something through one of our affiliate links we may earn a

commission.
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